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Passive Prandtl-Meyer Expansion Flow with Homogeneous 
Condensation 
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Prandtl-Meyer expansion flow with homogeneous condensation is investigated experiment- 

ally and by numerical computations. The steady and unsteady periodic behaviors of the diabatic 

shock wave due to the latent heat released by condensation are considered with a view of 

technical application to the condensing flow through steam turbine blade passages. A passive 

control method using a porous wall and cavity underneath is applied to control the diabatic 

shock wave. Two-dimensional ,  compressible Navier-Stokes with the nucleation rate equation 

are numerically solved using a third-order  TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) finite difference 

scheme. The computational  results reproduce the measured static pressure distributions in 

passive and no passive Prandtl-Meyer expansion flows with condensation. From both the 

experimental and computational  results, it is found that the magnitude of steady diabatic shock 

wave can be considerably reduced by the present passive control method. For  no passive control, 

it is found that the diabatic shock wave due to the heat released by condensation oscillates 

periodically with a frequency of 2.40 kHz. This unsteady periodic motion of the diabatic shock 

wave can be completely suppressed using the present passive control method. 
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Prandtl-Meyer Flow 

N o m e n c l a t u r e  I 

Cp ~ Specific heat at constant pressure J 

[ J / (kg .  K) ~ k 

D : Depth of cavity [mm] L 

Et  : Total energy per unit volume [J/m 3] m 

E,  F ;  Numerical flux Pr 

f : Frequency [kHz] /9 

g : Condensate mass traction p~ 

h* : Tube height [mm] 

H : Source term Q 
R, 
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Nucleation rate [ 1 / (m 3" s) ] 
Jacobian 

Boltzmann constant I J /KI  

Latent heat [J /kg] ,  length of cavity [mm] 

Mass Ekg] or molecular weight [kg/kmol]  

Prandtl number 

Static pressure IPa] 

Flat film equilibrium vapour pressure 

EPa] 

Conservation mass term 

Viscous term 
Reynolds number 

Gas constant ~J / (kg -K) ]  
Droplet radius [mJ 

Critical droplet radius [m] 

Degree of supersaturation 
Time Es] or temperature [~ 
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T Temperature  [K] 

z4~, v Cartesian velocity components  [m/s ]  

Xc Distance from the exit of the edge of  back- 

ward-facing step [mm] 

xp Distance f lom the nozzle throat to the of  

the cavity [mm] 

x, 3" : Cartesian coordinates  [m] 

Greek symbols 
?" : Specific heat ratio 

f '  : Accommoda t ion  coefficient of  nucleation 

g' : Coefficient of  surface tension 

/1 : Dynamic viscosity [Pa . s ]  

~, 7] : General ized coordinates  

~ : Condensat ion  coefficient 

p : Density [kg /m 3] 

o" : Surface tension I N / m ]  

Sub/superscripts 
Ol : Stagnation state 

oo : Infinite plane surface 

[ : Liquid 

m : Mixture 

r : Droplet  radius 

v ~ Vapour  

I. Introduct ion 

Supersonic flow with heat addi t ion has long 

been a subject of  the physical sciences and engi- 

neering technology, and its typical applicat ion is 

often found in blade passages of  steam turbine 

and over a flight body flying into moist atmos- 

pheric air. In usual, rapid expansion o f  moist air 

or steam through a supersonic nozzle or a tur- 

bine cascade leads to condensat ion phenomenon 

(Wegener and Mack, 1958 : Matsuo et al., 1985 : 

Schnerr, 1986). In the region that the supersa- 

turated water vapor  condenses, the heat released 

by condensat ion is added to the flow field, res- 

tilting m a significant influence on the whole flow 

field. Such a condensat ion phenomenon  is essenti- 

ally made sis a nonequi l ibr ium process due to an 

extremely rapid expansion of  moist air. It has 

been well known that, as the heat release is over 

a critical wilue, a d i a b a t i c  shock wave occurs in 

the condensat ion process (Wegener and Mack, 

1958 : Matsuo et al., 1985 : Schnerr, 1986). 
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The diabatic shock wave due to the heat releas- 

ed by condensat ion process has been often found 

in a vicinity of  the trailing edge of  blades in 

steam turbine, significantly affecting the down-  

stream wake flows. Such a condensat ion pheno- 

menon is a thermodynamical ly  irreve,'sible pro- 

cess resulting in the product ion of  entropy that 

consequently translates into a remarkable  reduc- 

tion in turbine efficiency. For  instance, the steam 

enters the low-pressure  turbine cascade blades as 

a dry superheated vapor,  but it exhausts as two-  

phase mixture of  saturated vapour  and condensa- 

tion l iquid droplets. In such a situation, the flow 

becomes supersonic and generates shock waves 

that can interact in a highly complex way with 

the condensat ion processes of  droplet  nucleation 

and growth. Sometimes the condensat ion effects 

are comparable  to or even greater than the con- 

ventional turbulent  viscous losses (White et al., 

1996 ; Waiters, 1985). This  makes turbine design 

extremely difficult. 

Many experimental  researches have been per- 

formed to investigate the characteristics of  the 

nonequi l ib ium condensat ion process in super- 

sonic nozzle (Wegener and Mack, 1958: Matsuo et 

al., 1985; Wegener and Pouring,  1964; Wegener 

and Cagliostro,  1973; Matsuo et al., 1985). Ac- 

cording to these works, it has been well docu- 

mented that the steady and unsteady diabatic 

shock waves occur in a narrow region of  nonequi-  

l ibrium condensat ion downstream of the nozzle 

throat, being very sensitive to the nozzle supply 

conditions,  and these result in a periodic mot ion 

that leads to noise and vibrat ion problems in flow 

passage. 

In addi t ion to the nozzle flows, condensat ion 

phenomenon can also occur in unsteady expan- 

sion wave in the driver section in a shock tube 

and in Prandtl  Meyer corner  flows. Many experi- 

mental studies have been made to explore the con- 

densation phenomenon in the shock tube flows 

(Kalra,  1975: Kawada  and Mori ,  1973; Peters, 

1987: Peters and Paikert, 1989). Sislian and 

Ghiss (1976) have used the numerical  method of  

characteristics to solve the condensat ion flow 

in shock tube. Smith (1971), Kurshakov et al. 

(1971) and Frank (1979, 1985) have experiment-  
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ally and numerically investigated the Prandtl- 

Meyer expansion flows with homogeneous con- 

densation. These experiments mainly concentrat- 

ed on measurements of the condensation onset 

conditions, whereas the numerical solutions em- 

ployed the method of characteristics in the ab- 

sence of the diabatic shock wave, which is pro- 

duced when the amount of heat released by con- 

densation exceeds a critical value. 

Delale and Crighton (1998, 2001) have employ- 

ed an asymptotic method to solve subcritical 

and supercritical Prandtl Meyer corner flows with 

homogeneous condensation, and they have re- 

ported the diabatic shock behaviors with various 

supply relative humidities, with the rest of the 

supply conditions held fixed. White et a1.(1996) 

have made extensive experimental work to get 

insight into the condensation phenomenon in 

Prandtl Meyer flows, which are able to apply 

the condensing flow through steam turbine blade 

passages. They have investigated the flow para- 

meters influencing on the steady and unsteady 

non-equil ibr ium condensation. They have further 

performed a dimensional analysis to describe the 

onset of condensation, the corresponding adia- 

batic supercooling and the frequency of the un- 

steady and periodic condensation process. Fur- 

thermore, they have estimated the components of 

energy loss, occurring in the condensing flow, 

which are divided into three components of shock 

wave plus wetness loss, viscous loss and mixing 

loss. As a consequence, they have argued that the 

thermodynamic component of the total wetness 

loss in the nucleating stage of the steam turbine 

can be of comparable magnitude to the viscous 

loss. They have further reproduced the experi- 

mental results using two-dimensional Euler equa- 

tions and have predicted the surface pressure 

distributions on the turbine blades with close 

agreement with the measured pressures, but they 

have found no sign of the periodic unsteady flow 

in the steam turbine blades, as often found in 

supersonic nozzles with condensation. 

Frank (1985) has experimentally investigated 

the diabatic shock behavior in the Prandtl Meyer 

corner expansion flows and was the first to show 

the unsteady diabatic shock motions. However, he 
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did not discuss about the time-dependent con- 

densation flow properties. None of the numerical 

and experimental investigations performed to date 

are sufficient in satisfactorily describing Prandtl- 

Meyer expansion flows with condensation and 

further investigations need to be pursued. 

Meanwhile, the condensation phenomenon may 

be applied to control the shock wave boundary 

interaction phenomena at transonic and super- 

sonic speeds, since the condensation process 

causes the local static pressure of flow to increase 

and thereby decelerate the flow speed, leading to 

a reduction in the magnitude of the shock wave 

interacting with wall boundary layers. Until now, 

a number of works have performed to control 

shock wave boundary layer interaction. Typical 

example is a passive control method using a 

porous wall and cavity system (Bahi et al., 1983 ; 

Raghunathan, 1989). According to these works, it 

has been documented that the shock wave boun- 

dary layer interaction is considerably alleviated as 

the passive porous and cavity system is applied at 

the foot of the shock wave. 

The present study are to investigate the Prandtl 

Meyer expansion flows with homogeneous con- 

densation experimentally and by numerical com- 

putations and to explore the porous wall and 

cavity system lbr the purpose of control of the 

diabatic shock wave due to the heat released by 

condensation. Both experimental and computa- 

tional methods are adopted to investigate the 

major features of the steady and unsteady periodic 

condensation flow. Experimentation is carried 

out using an indraft supersonic wind tunnel. 

Flow visualization and pressure measurements 

are conducted to specify the passive Prandtl- 

Meyer expansion flow with condensation. Two 

dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, which are 

combined the nucleation rate equation with a 

droplet growth equation, are solved using a third 

order TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) finite 

difference scheme. The present computational at- 

tempt is the first to simulate the steady and 

unsteady periodic behaviors in passive Prandtl- 

Meyer expansion flow with homogeneous con- 

densation. 

Ltd. 
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2. Experimental Work 

Moist air at atmospheric conditions in the 

plenum chamber flows through a test section into 

a vacuum chamber having a volume of 10 m 3. A 

two-dimensional convergent nozzle is installed 

into the test section of a duct of 60 mm high and 

38 mm wide, and it has a height of h* =20  mm at 

the exit, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. A 

cavity is installed on the upper wall downstream 

of the exit of the convergent nozzle, its length L 

being varied to give different cavity volumes, but 

its depth is held constant at D = 5  mm. A porous 

plate that has a thickness of 1.0 mm consists of a 

multiple of two dimensional slots, and it covers 

the cavity plenum, and the width between the 

slots is held constant at w = 1.0 mm. The resulting 

porosity of the porous wall (slotted wall) is kept 

constant at 0.18. 

In order to change the location of the cavity 

relative to the nozzle exit, xc and xp are defined 

as the distances from the nozzle exit to the back- 

ward-facing step and from the nozzle exit to the 

leading edge of the cavity, respectively. 

The stagnation pressure P01 and temperature 

T01 of moist air in the upstream plenum chamber 

is kept constant at 101.3 kPa and 298 K, respec- 

tively. The relative humidity of moist air is varied 

using a vapour generator system installed inside 

the plenum chamber, giving different values of 

the initial degree of supersaturation S01 (i.e., the 

ratio of vapor pressure to equilibrium saturation 

pressure). A multiple of static holes are drilled 

into the side-wall of the test section and the array 

of the static holes is located at 15 mm away from 

the bottom wall of the convergent nozzle. Pres- 

sure transducers (TOYODA, PMS-5H) flush mo- 

unted on the side-wall are employed to measure 

static pressures of the Prandtl-Meyer expansion 

flow with condensation. 

An analog to digital converter, in conjunction 

with a personal computer, records the amplified 

output from the transducers to an x - y  recorder 

system. The pressure transducers are calibrated 

both statically and dynamically, before experi- 

ments. Using the calibration information, the er- 

ror associated with the pressure measurements is 

estimated to be approximately 1.0k, based on the 

experimental uncertainty analysis. These estima- 

tions are based on the maximum possible fluc- 

tuations in the measurements. 

Schlieren optical methods are employed for 

visualization of the condensing flow field through 

Prandtl-Meyer corner expansion. Mg spark lamp, 

which has a flash duration of about 2 micro- 

seconds, is used to obtain the flow field at any 

instant. 

3. Computational Analysis 

Fig. 1 Details of test section (unit : mm) 
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Computational predictions for comparison 

with the experimental measurements are per- 

formed using two dimensional Navier-Stokes 

equations, which are combined the nucleation 

rate equation with a droplet growth equation. 

The present computations used neglect interphase 

velocity and temperature slip, which is a good 

approximation for homogeneous condensation 

droplets like in the present study. It is assumed 

that the condensation particles have a negligible 

effect on pressure field. The conservation equa- 

tions of mass, momentum and energy for the vis- 

cous adiabatic compressible flow of the mixture 

are given being similar to their single phase flow. 

Mathematical closure of these equations requires 

a separate equation for the wetness fraction and 
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this is obtained from the theories of condensa- 
tion and droplet growth. The resulting governing 
equation systems are written by 

8Q ~_ OE _~ OF 1 { 8R + OS ) + H 
8t ~ -  ay Re \ ~ -  ~ ]  (1) 

where 

O= 

R =  

Pm 

pmU 

pmV 

omE, 
Ping 

omDl 
O,ag: 
OmD~ 

0 
"(xx 

rxy 

0 
0 
0 
0 

E= 

0 " 

ry~ 

S= ~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 

[mU 

pmU2 + p 
pmUV 

u(Et+P) 
pmUg 
prouD1 
prouD2 
prouD3 

, H =  

, F =  

0 
0 
0 
0 

pmg 

prod 
OmD: 
proD: 

iOmV 

pmV 

pmVZ + p 

v(E,+h) 
pmOg 

PmVD1 

pmVD2 

pmvD3 
(2) 

In these equations, 

1 E , = O m C p o T - P + ~  pm(U2+V 2) -p,~gL (3) 

a =  U rxx + v ry~-~ /2 3 T 
(7 - -1 )Pr  8x (4) 

~ =  Urxy+ vr~-r ~ 8T 
( 7 - 1 ) P r  3y (5) 

P=G[Ee-12 pm(u2+v2) +pmgLl (6) 

G = ( 1  Mm 1 
M~-v) (7) 

L=2.353  • 106-5.72 • 104 (In p - 1 0 )  
--4.60 • l0 s (ln p -  10) 2 (J/kg) (8) 

"~'XX, "[Xy, Eyx and ryy above are components of 
viscous shear stresses, g =  (mff(ma+m~,+m~)) 
is condensate mass fraction. Subscript m refers 
to the mixture, g, D1, i)2, and /93 are given as 
follows ; 

d g _ p t  4 z (  3 Or) 
re I +  proD1 (9) dt pm 3 ~ t  

47crcI +-1)2 (10) 1~1= dDl _ 2 dr  
dt tom dt 

D2= dD2 8zrr~I ~-Da dr  
dt Om dt ( 1 l) 

1)3- dDs_ 8~rI (12) 
dt Pm 

The rate of formation of condensation droplet 
embryos per unit mass of mixture 1, the critical 
radius of the condensation nuclei rc and the 
radius growth rate r are obtained from the clas- 
sical theories of homogeneous condensation as 

I F = F ' I  (13) 

i = 1 /  Pv \2 / ~ M v  -4~rar~ 2 
p , l ~ k T - } ~ /  N Y ~  exp{ 3kT  } (14) 

2a 
rc= (15) 

O,3t T In (P,/ I)~) 

i'= dt p; (16) 

P==10(-A/r+m• 101325 (Pa) (17) 

In Eq. (13) an accommodation coefficient, /" is  
assumed to be unity in the present computations 
and in Eq. (17), A and B are constants depen- 
ding on the medium gas temperature which are 
defined next : 

A=2263 ,  B=6 .064  for T = 2 7 3 - 3 9 5  K 
A=2672 ,  B=7.582  for T = 1 7 5  -- 273 K 

In the equations above, M, N, k, poo are molecu- 
lar weight, gas constant, Boltzmann constant and 
flat film equilibrium vapour pressure, respective- 
ly. Subscripts v and l refer to vapour and liquid 
phases, respectively. In Eq. (15), ~c is a conden- 
sation coefficient. Surface tension 6 is given 
using the surface tension of an infinite flat-film 
a= and the coefficient of surface tension ~', 

a =  ~'~ (18) 

~== (128--0.192 T) •  -3 (N/m) (19) 

In computations, the values chosen lbr ~c and 
~" are assumed to be 0.1 and 1.22, respectively 
(Adam and Schnerr, 1997). Baldwin-Lomax 
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model (Baldwin and Lomax, 1978) is employed 

to solve turbulence stresses. A third-order TVD 

(total variation diminishing) finite difference 

scheme with MUSCL (Yee 1989) is used to dis- 

cretize the spatial derivatives of the governing 

equations and a second-order central difference 

scheme is applied to the viscous terms. A second 

order fractional time step is employed for the time 

integration. 

The governing equation systems above are 

mapped from the physical plane (x, y) into a 

computational plane (~, r/) on which is made 

of the rectangular mesh computational grids, as 

shown in Fig. 2. The fineness of computational 

grids was examined to assure that the obtained 

solutions were independent of the grid employ- 

ed. The grids are clustered in regions with large 

gradients, such as shock waves, boundary layers, 

so that those provide more reasonable predic- 

tions. The resulting computational grids are 

375• 142 in the x and y directions, respectively. 

The computational grids closest to the solid 

walls are located at 0.00154 mm away from the 

walls. 

In the present computations, the values of the 

initial degree of supersaturation 8ol (=Pvo/Pm) of 

moist air are held fixed at 0.6 and 0.9 in the 

upstream plenum chamber. Inlet and exit boun- 

daries are constrained to the free-boundary con- 

ditions. No-sl ip velocity is assumed on the solid 

wall surfaces, which are in adiabatic condition 

of no heat transfer. Further, condensate mass 

tYaction g : 0  is given at the wall surfaces. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Figures 3 and 4 show typical schlieren pictures 

of the passive and no passive Prandtl-Meyer ex- 

pansion flow field with homogeneous condensa- 

tion, where S01=0.6, the cavity length L is varied 

by L = 2 0 m m  and 30 ram, respectively, and the 

flow direction is left to right. In both figures, xp 

is fixed at 5 mm, but Xc is varied. For reference, 

the schlieren pictures are also presented for the 

solid upper wall. It is clear that for the solid 

wall, a diabatic shock wave due to the heat 

released by condensation occurs inside Prandtl-  

Meyer expansion fan. For the passive upper wall, 

the Mach waves generated from the slots of the 

porous wall interact with the diabatic shock wave 

and the shear layers that are produced from the 

edge of the backward-facing step. 

Fig. 2 Computational grid (Unit : mm) 
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Fig. 3 Schlieren pictures(S01=0.6, Xc=5 mm) 
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Static pressure distribution (5'01=0.6) 

Figure 5 shows experimental  static pressure dis- 

tr ibutions,  where x is the distance from the nozzle 

exit, L is 20 mm and 30 mm, xp is 5 ram, and the 

local static pressure p is presented in a non 

dimensional  form using the stagnation pressure 

P01 in the upstream plenum. The closed and open 

circles in the figure indicate the static pressures 

for the condensing air flow measured through 

static holes on side wall, and the dotted line is for 

P rand t l -Meyer  expansion flow without conden- 

sation. The static pressure distr ibution for dry air 

flow within the expansion fan decreases cont inu-  

ously. However  tbr solid wall, the static pressure 

decreases with x and it abruptly increases when 

the flow meets the diabatic shock wave due to 

condensation.  Then the static pressure decreases 

again monotonously .  Fo r  the passive wall, the 

static pressure j u m p  due to the heat released by 

condensat ion becomes weaker, compared with 

the solid wall case. The static pressure distri- 

butions do not show a sharp discontinuity of  the 

diabatic shock wave, due to a spatial limit in 

installing the static holes. The  sharp pressure 

rise is much more mitigated for the case of  L =  

30 mm than L = 2 0  ram. The stronger effectiveness 

of  present passive control  method to mitigate the 

shock strength is confirmed by observing the 

aforement ioned schlieren pictures in Figs. 3 and 

4. 

In experiment,  the cavity location xc was varied 

to investigate the pressure j u m p  due to the dia- 

batic shock wave. This was because the flow is 

very sensitive to the location of  the diabatic shock 

wave relative to the porous wall. As a conse- 

quence, the pressure jump  was most reduced when 

the diabatic shock wave was located at the mid 

(i.e., L/2) of the porous wall and its reduction 

was about  10% of  the pressure j u m p  for the solid 

upper wall. 

For  both the passive and solid walls, Figs. 6 

and 7 show the computed results of  Prandtl  

Meyer expansion flow with condensat ion,  where 

S01=0.6. In the density contour  maps, the values 

of  A p  are indicated by a dimensionless quanti ty 

relative to the density at the plenum conditions.  It 

is observed that the computed results are in close 

agreement with the schlieren pictures. For  the 
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sol id wall. the d iaba t ic  shock wave occurs  inside 

the expans ion  fan d o w n s t r e a m  of  the nozzle  exit, 

and it seems to be very weak and  near ly  normal  

to the upper  wall. Fo r  the passive wall, the dia- 

batic shock wave is not  c lear ly observed,  but  a 

mul t ip le  of  expans ion  and compress ion  waves are 

p roduced  at the slots of  the porous  wall. It is also 

found that  s t rong condensa te  mass f ract ions are 

concent ra ted  ma in ly  in the P r a n d t l - M e y e r  ex- 

pa ns ion  fan, the upper  wall  b o u n d a r y  layer and  

the shear  layers. It is interest ing to note  tha t  

cons ide rab le  condensa te  mass fract ion is also 

formed inside the rec i rcula t ion  region of  the 

b a c k w a r d - f a c i n g  step. 

F o r  solid wall, the condensa te  mass f rac t ion in 

the P r a n d t l - M e y e r  expans ion  fan is tbrmed in a 

na r row region,  forming a c o n d e n s a t i o n  zone that  

seems to be concave  with respect to the o n c o m i n g  

flow. The  passive wall  causes such a condensa te  

mass f ract ion to d is t r ibute  spat ia l ly  over  a wide 

range. It is wor thwh i l e  no t ing  that  near  the upper  

passive wall, the condensa te  mass f rac t ion occurs  

more  upstreana than  that  of  the sol id wall.  Th i s  is 

due to the expans ion  waves genera ted  from the 

slots of  the porous  wall. 

In o rder  to view the passive P r a n d t l - M e y e r  

flow with c o n d e n s a t i o n  in more  detail ,  a sche- 

mat ic  d i ag ram of  the c o n d e n s i n g  flow field is 

made  based upon  the c o m p u t a t i o n a l  results, as 

shown  in Fig. 8. The  dot ted  line denotes  the 

onset  of  condensa t ion ,  and  EW and C W  refer to 

the expans ion  and  compress ion  waves, respec- 

tively, which  are a l te rnat ive ly  genera ted  at the  

slots of  the porous  upper  wall. At  the most  up- 

s t ream slot on the upper  wall, s t rong expans ion  

Fig. 6 Computed schlieren picture and contour map 

of condensate mass fraction (Solid wall, 

S01 =0.6. x~= I0 mm) 
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Fig. 7 Computed schlieren picture and contour map 

of condensate mass fraction ( L = 3 O m m ,  

S01=0.6, x p = 5  mm, xc = I0 ram) 
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waves is due to the flow breathing into the cavity, 

while at the most downstream slot, strong com- 

pression wave is due to the flow coming out from 

the cavity. The flow direction inside the cavity 

is left to right, as indicated in the arrows. It is 

found that for the passive upper wall, EW causes 

the onset of condensation near the upper wall to 

move upstream, compared with the solid wall. It 

is, thus, believed that the expansion waves play an 

important role in weakening the diabatic shock 

wave since the heat released by condensation are 

spatially distributed. 

Figure 9 shows the unsteady behavior of the 

computed diabatic shock wave for solid wall, 

where T denotes the time of one cycle of  oscil- 

lation. The computed density contour maps are 

taken during one cycle of self-excited oscillation. 

At t = 0 . 0 T ,  the diabatic shock wave due to 

condensation is located nearly at the nozzle exit 

and for time to increase, it moves upstream inside 

the convergent nozzle. At t=0 .4496T ,  a new 

diabatic shock wave appears again inside the 

expansion fan downstream of the nozzle exit. As 

t increases, it moves upstream and at t =0.8899 T,  

it is located just downstream of the nozzle exit. 

At t = 1.0 T (=0.0  T ) ,  one cycle of the diabatic 

shock motion is completed. In this case, the fre- 

quency of the unsteady periodic motion of dia- 

batic shock wave is estimated to be f = 2 . 4 0  kHz. 

Note that the total temperature T01 and total 

pressure P01 in the upstream plenum are held 

constant at 298 K and 101.3 kPa, respectively, 

and S01=0.9, h * = 1 3 m m ,  and x c = 5 m m .  This 

unsteady periodic motion of diabatic shock wave 

was also found in supersonic nozzles (Wegener 

and Cagliostro, 1973 ; Matsuo et al., 1985). 

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of passive Prandtl Meyer Fig. 9 

flow (L=30 ram, S0x=0.6, xp=5 mm, xc--10 
mm) 
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Sel~excited oscillation of diabatic shock 

wave (h*=13 mm, Solid wall, S01=0.9, xc= 
5 mm, f = 2 .  40 kHz) 
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For the same conditions as Fig. 9 above, Fig. 

10 shows the computed time-histories of static 

pressure distributions along a horizontal line on 

the side-wall, which corresponds to the array of 

static holes in experiment. The arrow indicates 

the time to proceed. The static pressure distribut- 

ion seems to be highly time-dependent. At a given 

time, the static pressure decreases with the dis- 

tance, and it abruptly jumps when the flow meets 

the diabatic shock wave. Then it again decreases 

monotonously with the distance. With an increase 

in time, the static pressure jump moves upstream 

of the nozzle exit. A new pressure jump appears 

downstream of the nozzle exit, and it again moves 

upstream, thus completing a cyclic motion. This 

is due to the periodic excursion of the diabatic 

shock wave. 

Figure 1 1 shows the computed time-histories of 

static pressure distributions for passive Prandtl 

Meyer condensation flow, where L = 2 0  mm, X c =  

5 mm, and x p = 5  mm. It is interesting to note that 

the static pressure does not appreciably depend 

on time and no any appreciable oscillation in 

static pressure is found. It is clear that the passive 

upper wall suppresses completely the periodic 

oscillation of diabatic shock wave due to the heat 

addition process by condensation. 

Figure 12 presents a closer view of the passive 

Prandtl-Meyer expansion flow field described 

in Fig. 11. The density contour map shows that 

Fig. 11 Time histories of static pressure distributions 

(h*=13mm, L--20mm, S01=0.9, xp--5 

mm, Xc=5 mm) 

Fig. 10 Time histories of static pressure distribu- 

tions (h*=13mm, Solid wall, S01=0.9, 

Xc=5 mm) 
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Fig. 12 Computed schlieren picture and contour 

map of condensate mass fraction (h*=13 

mm, L=20  mm, S01=0.9, xp--5 mm, xc--5 

ram) 
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there is no appreciable diabatic shock wave and a 

multiple of the expansion and compression waves 

are generated from the slots of the porous upper 

wall. Over the cavity, the flow comes into the 

cavity through the slots upstream, while it comes 

out the cavity downstream, thereby leading to the 

cavity flow from the upstream toward the down- 

stream field. The condensate mass fraction begins 

to increase rapidly close to the upstream slots on 

the upper porous wall and it is very large inside 

the expansion fan near the expansion corner and 

in the shear layers downstream of the backward- 

facing step. It is believed that the present porous 

wall and cavity system is very useful in alleviating 

the magnitude of the diabatic shock wave due 

to condensation as well as its unsteady periodic 

motions. 

5. Conclus ions  

Prandtl-Meyer expansion flow with homo- 

geneous condensation is investigated experiment- 

ally and by numerical computations. The steady 

and unsteady periodic behaviors of the diabatic 

shock wave due to the latent heat released by 

condensation are considered with a view of tech- 

nical application to the condensing flow through 

steam turbine blade passages. A passive control 

method using a porous wall and cavity under- 

neath is applied to control the diabatic shock 

wave, which occurs in Prandtl-Meyer expansion 

flow with condensation. The porous wall consists 

of a multiple of two-dimensional slots for the 

purpose of comparison with two-dimensional 

computational analysis, in which unsteady, com- 

pressible Navier-Stokes with the nucleation rate 

equation are numerically solved using a third- 

order TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) finite 

difference scheme. The computational results re- 

produce the measured static pressure distribu- 

tions in passive and no passive Prandtl Meyer 

expansion flows with condensation. From both 

the experimental and computational results, it 

is found that the magnitude of steady diabatic 

shock wave can be considerably reduced by the 

present passive control method. For no passive 

control, it is found that the diabatic shock wave 

Copyright (C) 2003 NuriMedia Co., 

oscillates periodically with a frequency of 2.40 

kHz. This unsteady periodic motion of the dia- 

batic shock wave can be completely suppressed 

using the present passive control method. The 

present experimented and computational results 

indicate that the passive control method using a 

porous wall and cavity system could be useful to 

control the condensing flow through steam tur- 

bine blade passages. 
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